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collection of found price tags

‘surplus‘, 2013/14
found price tags on wall
dimensions variable

The term surplus references both an economic and military context – a product is
produced in such an amount that society‘s demand is covered and the resultant surplus
is declared for export.
»The work “surplus” addresses the concept of value in a very literal way. It consists of found,
scuffed price tags. A product’s price tag – formally denoting the attributed value – becomes totally
obsolete after purchase. Probably the first thing people generally do is to get rid of it. I collect these tags in the streets and combine them with all their individual wear and tear into a regular grid.
Voilà, here is the surplus!«

Jiri Svestka Gallery Berlin, 2013
Haus am Lützowplatz Berlin, 2014

‘53 beginnings‘, 2011
12“ vinyl, screenprinted cover
32 x 32 cm
Edition 2 + 3 a. p.
‘38 beginnings‘, 2012
7“ vinyl, screenprinted cover
17 x 17 cm
Edition 5 + 2 a. p.

archival image of an exploration ship and its jollyboat approaching the shore line (insert)

The record consists of 53 single tracks, aranged onto both sides (side a: 26; side b: 27).
Those tracks are different recordings of ordinary used records: the touchdown of the needle
and the following specific sounds audible before the actual first tone.
The repeated touchdown of the needle and the peculiar sounds before the actual first
tone - that can be anticipated but is never heard - re-enact the „not-yet“ as an immanent
condition.

installation view with record player, pre-amp, amplifier and headphones

7“ edit, screenprint cover front

LP version, screenprint cover front

‘close reading‘, 2013
HD video, color, sound
projection on wall
47:50 min loop

sound recording in the electro-acoustic studio at Akademie der Kuenste Berlin
with 4 native speakers (clockwise): spanish (Noemi Argerich); english (Harry-Ed Roland);
french (Judith Lavagna); german (Mathias Greffrath)

doppelgänger
unheimlich
guerrilla
yuppie
boatpeople
embargo
avantgarde
bourgeoisie
machismo
burn-out
headhunter
laissez-faire
junta
leitmotiv
zeitgeist
avant-la-lettre
angst

‘Culture:City‘, Akademie der Künste, Berlin 2013 (monitor version)

Terms like burnout , Leitmotiv , bourgeoisie or guerrilla name complex phenomena or
concepts in one word or a compound of words which have been integrated across
language borders.
Added to a sound track - on which four native speakers explain such imigrated terms are four subtitle tracks which translate the spoken into the visual. The four languages
(Spanish, English, German, French) set up in typographical lines on top of one another
follow each speaker‘s words and make the explanations heard likewise visible and
comprehensible.
In front of a black background the commonly used white subtitle font is interrupted by the
marking of single words in red. These imigrated words, like some kind of tracing, cross the
uniform typography of the screen text.

stills

‘noise‘, 2013
1200 ball pens on paper
355 x 450 cm

‘the exit series‘, 2013
1200 ball pens and found waste on paper
each 100 x 70 cm
(10 sheets)

‘you are here‘, 2014, enamel and tape on plastic foil, 400 x 500 cm

‘subjectivity as a material to trade / Subjektivitaet als Material zu handeln‘, 2014
white ink and transparent tape on 960 used 1 USD bank notes, 256 x 402 cm

For your show “ADOPT A REVOLUTION” at FeldbuschWiesner, you spray painted the graffiti
„you are here“ on the huge cover sheet which hangs right across the whole wall opposite to the
gallery’s entrance. Did you want the visitor to be aware of his position or to take up a position?
»For quite a while I have been dealing with what might happen if I do confront the
visitor of a space with large-scale works that force her/him to take up a certain position
just to be able to become acquainted with them. With “you are here” I enhanced this
initial moment of having to take a stand. In the context of the exhibition and its title, it
was certainly not just an invitation to be become aware of one’s geographical localisation
but most of all to become aware of one’s attitude. In particular in times of change, the
position is similar to the attitude – there is no escape! And this applies to everybody:
Where you stand is where you are, and that is just here. This is also meant in an
existential way: Being here refers to existing, as a human being, in a basically uncertain
and insecure position in the world. Taking up a position always starts with needing a
direction; regardless if you are aware of it or not, if you choose this direction or if you
let it be chosen it for you.«
You included current political and economical icons in certain works of this exhibition: Edward
Snowden, a can of Red Bull or – in a central position – a curtain made out of dollar bills. You draw
on those icons, but the works themselves stay indifferent, they don’t point to a certain political
tendency. In which direction is your revolution meant to go?
»The exhibition was based on a conceptual approach, arranged to spread all over the
three spaces at FeldbuschWiesner. The works shown operated – just like my earlier
ones – on a rather structural level. The titles of them like „you are here“, „subjectivity
as a material to trade“ and „Lager (stock)“ – just like the materials and images I used to
create them – constitute specific points of reference. Both materials and titles are meant
to draw on politics and economics. Everything I used in this exhibition had been used
before somewhere else in the world and had a significantly different function there; and
I also wanted to reference to this function! By using these materials for my purposes in
my works, their old function, their original meaning becomes part of the new. Regarding
the curtain made out of 1$ bills it is essential that I did not use brand-new notes, but
those which had already been circulating because of their monetary value. I manipulated
every single one of 1$ bills – which perhaps represent the smallest common denominator
of the international foreign exchange trade – with white hatching. These hatchings cover
the whole “field of money” in the final piece. Money is something liquid, something that
can move things. But at the same time it is something that wants to be moved. This is
what I want to make visible by deducting these dollar bills from circulation and acquiring
them at the same time through the act of hatching.
And what you call ‘indifferent’ I would rather call ‘open’. At first glance it might appear
that my works in that show withdraw themselves from questioning the standpoint. But I
think that only this alleged indecisiveness has the potential to provoke a real process of
involvement. To decide upon such a form of involvement – both as creator and spectator
– already equates with taking a standpoint or revealing an attitude. An attitude without
which any change for something better would not be possible.«
And what about the folded furniture pads that you placed in the back of the exhibition space? Are
they meant as obstacles or barriers?
»(laughs) Actually, the furniture pads had a very specific function within the exhibition
display. By calling the works in the last space „Lager“ I intended to point at the moment
of silence, the pause in between, which is also part of change and departure. In contrast
to the spaces in the front the space in the back was more silent. The works there, as
they were placed lying on the floor, were much more vulnerable. The situation that forced
visitors to step on the furniture pads to be able to have a closer look at the collages
was, of course, arranged on purpose. Some did not even notice that it was “the art” they
were stepping on – but that is part of the game. On the other hand there were visitors

not only asking themselves “Am I allowed to step on it?” but furthermore they also
observing and recognising: “This person stepped on it.” Of course, all of this did not cause
a big bang, but neither were the reactions silent or hardly perceptible. The question where
art starts and where it ends is still of interest… «
A major part of the works of the FeldbuschWiesner exhibition were collages. I have known you first
and foremost as an artist who focuses on drawing. How important is ‘the practice of drawing’ for you
in general?
»The subtitle of the exhibition was „unfamiliar gestures”, which can also implicate some
kind of refusal, via an approach that examines to which degree an author can be able
to withdraw herself/himself from the medium of drawing. To stress that approach I chose
several ways: At one point I used nearly 2000 biros – as one single uncontrollable
“drawing” pencil. Then I “adopted” gestic lines from other sources. Both strategies were
used to establish distance, to remove myself from the final result. This does of course
challenge the traditional romanticised concept of drawing. I wanted to maintain the direct
and intuitive nature of drawing, and wanted to get rid of everything that is connected to
those terms ideologically at the same time! Collage for me is here just one medium among
many others. At the moment I personally find it to be the most accessible.«
This relation of sign and signifier from a linguistic point of view seems to play an important role in
your work in general. I also find it to be a central subject in one of your earlier works in another
medium; the video “close reading” from 2013.
»„close reading“ deals with words that complex phenomenon or concepts were subsumed
under and hence entered different languages as neologisms, like “burnout” or “leitmotif”.
By letting four consecutive speakers spontaneously explain terms like these, which have
entered their native language as foreign words, I would like to stress two effects: on
one hand the connection between language and speaker and on the other the aspect of
motion which language is constantly subjected to. In this work once more the choice and
order of the terms point to a political and economic reality of which language always is
an essential part. And also the factor of drawing as an appropriation of foreign gestures
can be found in this work: Only a transcript of each speaker’s explanation is visible in the
projection, four lines simultaneously, like four subtitles displayed at the same time.«
Will your contribution to „Money Works Pt. 2“, opening at the Haus am Lützowplatz on August 29th,
be part of the revolution?
»My work “surplus”, my contribution to this exhibition, addresses the concept of value in a very
literal way. It consists of found, scuffed price tags. A product’s price tag formally denoting the
attributed value becomes totally obsolete after purchase. Probably the first thing people generally do
is to get rid of it. I collect these tags in the streets and combine them with all their individual wear
and tear into a regular grid. Voilà, here is the surplus!«

‘subjectivity as a material to trade / Subjektivitaet als Material zu handeln‘, 2014
video (HD, b/w, w/o sound, 25 min loop, 12“ monitor placed on ground, displayed in life size)

Interview by Juergen Dehm for artfridge (August 2014)
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‘ADOPT A REVOLUTION‘, FeldbuschWiesner Berlin, 2014
‘field recording‘, fruehsorge contemporary drawings, Berlin, 2012

»ADOPT A REVOLUTION«, FeldbuschWiesner Berlin, 2014 (space 2)

»field recording«, fruehsorge contemporary drawing Berlin, 2012

»field recording«, fruehsorge contemporary drawing Berlin, 2012

»field recording«, fruehsorge contemporary drawing Berlin, 2012

‘System and Sensuality‘, Kupferstichkabinett, SMB Berlin, 2013

‘Jedes Kollektiv braucht eine Richtung‘, 2012
1805 ball pens on paper, ~300 x 150 cm

‘Jedes Kollektiv braucht eine Richtung‘ can be read as »any collective needs (a)
direction«.
The piece follows an experimental set-up: 1805 bound ball pens (BIC) are wielded en
bloc over a large-format paper. An shifts in direction or agglomerations can partially be
influenced but the outcome can never entirely be controlled.
The result of the collective implicates a process of movement, time and dynamics which
are constituent referencing points when dealing with an indistinct future.
1.
2.

The collective line consists of a variable amount x of single lines which no longer can be
perceived individually.
The collective line is constituted as such, provided that all individual parts are
simultaneously subjected to identical principles and conditions in the process. (common
medium, synchrone velocity, direction and duration)

‘move - align - avoid. Of the swarm as principle and phenomenon‘, Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof, Hamburg,
2013

‘Jedes Kollektiv braucht eine Richtung‘ (series of 5), 2013
600 ball pens on paper, each 100 x 70 cm

‘perspective required‘, 2014, inkjet print, series of 7 DIN A 0 posters (watermark in paper)

‘Horizont‘ (tryptich), 2012, charcoal, pencil, ball pen, dust and tape on paper, 47 x 134 cm
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